Managing Diversity-Organization
Duration 36 min. 54 sec.
Diverse workplaces increase innovation and retention. Using real case studies and examples, this video helps you create a strategic plan to support diversity and inclusion in your workplace, and manage a diverse workforce.

Appreciating Diversity
Duration 1 hr. 46 min.
A key component of emotional intelligence, appreciating diversity is part of your relatability with others so it’s key to building relationships. Everyone has strengths they bring to any situation, and seeing and valuing these strengths is paramount.

Diversity in the Hiring Process
Duration 3 min. 41 sec.
The interviewing and hiring process can sometimes present a chance to discriminate against a candidate, even if you didn’t mean to. Under federal law, it is illegal to discriminate against someone because of a protected characteristic including race, nationality, religion, and more.

Managing Diversity-Individual
Duration 1 hr. 33 min.
Videos in this playlist include the following courses: Communicating Across Cultures, Leading Productive One-on-One Meetings, Leading with Stories, and Mentoring Others.
https://www.lynda.com/SharedPlaylist/04171876-f15f-4a51-94e2-46a1db1b208e?org=ucsb.edu
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